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Participatory research with children: 
A pilot workshop on distraction in mobility  



PARTICIPATORY RESEARCH… 

Build a desirable future &
Meet societal challenges

Bridge the gap between research community  and society

Hear new voices that challenge conventional approaches

Apply new methods to jointly develop innovative solutions 

Promote creative learning through active contribution

involve society as researchers rather than merely subjects in and of research



Children are intuitive & divergent thinkers

Children are often overlooked

Children embody the future

Raise awareness on a topic

Awaken interest in science

Empower them through participation

… With CHILDREN



IMAGINEO’S APPROACH

empower children 

by enhancing their 

Creativity & innovation skills
and considering them as

authors of society

 through Design Thinking methodology
through bottom-up pedagogy
through collaboration with stakeholders



Empower children
- stimulate their curiosity & critical thinking
- build empathy, confidence & trust
- develop collaboration & autonomy

COLLABORATION IMAGINEO & IFSTTAR

Enrich the scientific process
- look through children’s unique lens
- get inspired by their creative & fresh ideas

Facilitate the relation between researchers & children

Develop tools & formats for participatory research



Science-based creativity workshops

children
- reflect & exchange on the topic
- let ideas emerge & push them further
- imagine solutions together

Facilitator
- create a safe space
- follow Design Thinking methodology
- implement collective intelligence tools
- facilitate group process

researcher
- embody research interest
- consider children as co-researchers



Pilot workshops on distraction in mobility

https://vimeo.com/209107399


Insights

Research

- New habits like Pokemon Go & Clash Royal

- Identified dual task motivations: children - boredom vs. adult - urgency

- Choice of working on countermeasure on phone use  while driving

- Suggestions based on positive reward and advanced technology



Insights

Children

- Collection of distraction situations reveals perception of children

- Suggested countermeasures reveal the way they respond to identified challenges

- Development of critical thinking and awareness through active contribution

- Enthusiasm & eagerness to contribute



Methodology

- Playful discovery of a relevant subject

- Experience of children’s  self-expression as a source of information

- Outcomes not classically valid data but insightful & inspirational

- Ideation tools necessary to achieve expression of originality

- Difficulty to go deep in Design Thinking process in 3h workshop

Insights



Conclusions & outlook

Design Thinking as a promising tool to empower children & 
to enrich scientific process

- Outcomes do not satisfice conventional quality criteria
- Researcher needs to experience the workshop
- Participatory research as a source of inspiration
- Benefits of Design Thinking: creative exploration, safe space for uncertainty

- Potential of longer formats vs. one-time-only workshops
- Integration of participatory research in scientific  process
- Motivation of researchers to step out of their comfort zone



Thank you.
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